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General Class: Yoga for Flexibility Part I: The Upper Body

An important thing to consider when you move into flexibility practices is how flexible you already are.

Flexibility is the second of our four essential physical skills (Strength, Flexibility, Balance, and Agility ) because just as 
you need strength to move through the world you need flexibility to make all those movements. Several different 
muscles are stretched with every movement you make.

Some amount of flexibility is necessary just to do the simplest physical tasks – getting out of bed in the morning, 
washing your hair, getting dressed, walking down the street etc. Becoming more flexibly is like switching to looser, 
more comfortable clothing, which makes many of our activities easier.

Flexibility is also an important element of balance, as responding to uneven surfaces or unexpected obstacles requires 
moving quickly and easily.

About Flexibility  
Technically, your flexibility is the range of movement you have around a particular joint.

This range of motion in any particular joint is determined by the following:  
Size and shape of the bones that make up the joint  
Mechanics of that particular joint  
Condition of the tendons and ligaments attached to the joint  
Extensibility of the fascia as well as the muscles that move the joint

 
Joints  
Some joints have greater range of motion(ROM) than others;  
ex: Shoulder Joint/ball and socket -large ROM -out/across/overhead/behind/rotating  
ex: Knee/hinge joint -restricted to bending/straightening only  
ROM can be affected by physical limits, how our skeletal is structured, health conditions, injuries etc.

Muscles and Fascia  
When you do a stretching movement you are lengthening your muscles, the action has a temporary effect and after you 
stop the muscles will return to their resting length. If you continue to practice, example would be 3x weekly, you can 
make longer lasting changes in a muscle so its resting length is longer. This changes normally takes at lease 3-6 weeks 
to notice.

When you are stretching the muscles you are also stretching the fascia that surrounds and supports the muscle, this is a 
specialized tissue that surrounds all organs, muscles and individual muscle fibers in the body as well as bones, blood 
vessels, and nerves and it is the layer of tissue immediately under your skin.  
Like muscles it can change in length both temporarily and permanently but because of its makeup it takes longer to 
change approximately 3-6 months instead of weeks.

This week we did a supported back bend with the block under the buttocks to stretch a long plane of fascia which runs 
from the tops of your feet up to the top of your throat. Years of poor posture with forward rounding can make this plane 
of fascia tight, restricting your ability to sit or stand up straight.

Tendons and Ligaments 
A tendon is a tough issue that connects a muscle to a bone. This connective tissue is the continuation of fascia that 
attacks the muscle it surrounds to a bone.  



A tendon is made of strong connective tissue, inherently less stretching than fascia or muscles so you should never try 
to stretch tendons. If you do you risk tearing which can cause inflammation.

Ligaments keep two adjacent bones close together to provide stability for the joint while allowing some movement at 
the joint.  
Ligaments are made up of connective tissue similar to that of tendons, and like tendons, you should never try to stretch 
ligaments because it can tear them and injure the joint.  
If you feel a stretching sensation near the joint back of immediately from the stretch.

Variability  
Flexibility among people varies and often quite a bit, some people are naturally tight, some are naturally flexible and 
other are overly flexible. There are three factors that influence our flexibility:  
The amount of flexibility in the stabilizing structure of the joint capsule and ligaments.  
Muscle length or fascial tightness.  
Diseases that affect flexibility -ex: Arthritis, Parkinsons, Scleroderma, etc.

Flexibility can also vary from joint to joint.

Further details covering the list below, will be explained in detail in next weeks Weekly Review 

Part II of Yoga and Flexibility

How does Aging affect our Flexibility?

How Yoga Helps  
Using Yoga for Flexibility  
Techniques for Improving and Maintaining Flexibility

Protecting Your Joints  
Healthy and Unhealthy Stretching Sensations  
Joint Compression

General Class:  
Restorative with the Breath:  
 Legs on the chair/or up the wall: with/wo blanket:

1st -blanket rolled and placed across the torso at base of shoulder blades

2nd -blanket rolled and placed lengthwise along spine of upper torso including under the head but not under the 
buttocks  
both, with arms in Cactus if possible or a variation of Cactus, can use a block.

Attunement: 
Supine: Morning Wake-Up Stretch (see printable link below)  
Hip Openers (Small Circles Together, Circles Apart and Large, In/Out Together)  
Ankles/Wrists Flex-Extend -keep the legs and arms still and not moving in the same circles  
Happy Baby (for many it is easier to use a strap across the feet)  
Cobblers Pose (active and passive)

Prone: 

Child’s Pose 
Cat n’ Cow  
Balancing Cat-Hunting Dog Chair – Classic Static for 30 sec + Dynamic with challenge



Getting up from the mat to standing: from Child’s Pose to Prone to Down-Dog  
-walk the hands to the feet and gracefully come up bringing the hands at the heart.  
Make sure that the feet are wide so you can be stable, from beginning to end. Lead with your       heart when coming up 
and not your head, no self induced light-headedness.

Standing

1.Lateral Stretch -Reaching Overhead -hand on opposite wrist reaching across with outstretched arm as close to ear/
side of hear  
2. Rotational Twist -Interlaced Hands Overhead  
3. Isometric pull with hands behind head interlace and the head/hands pushing and pulling  
4. Isometrical pull with hands interlaced in front of chest -palms facing down  
5. Eagle Arms  
6. Cow Face 
7. Steeple with arms behind body to FF -reaching upward and off the back  
8. Crossing arms behind body/hold, to sliding apart and open/palms facing down to fingers touching and bending 
reaching upwards to palms coming towards each other and eventually touching.  
9. Forward Fold & Half-Way Up x12-20

At the Wall:

10. Shoulder Slides to opposite palm with back on the wall and knees bent  
11. Shoulder Flies to opposite palm with back on the wall and knees bent

Sitting/Supine on the Mat:

12. Picnic Table  
13. Reverse Plank  
14. Bridge with Block w/o Block Static/Dynamic 
15. Seated Twist Series

Savasana with Bolster and Blocks – Enjoy!

Quote: Yogic Wisdom  
“thoughts lead to actions, actions become habits and your habits determine your character an ultimately your character 
determines your destiny”

Dr. Wayne Dyer “ You do not attract what you want, you attract what you are.”

Music: Deuter General

Essential Oil: Breathe 
Ingredients: Laurel Leaf, Peppermint, Eucalyptus, Melaleuca (Tea Tree) Lemon, Cardamon, Ravintsara, Revensara  
Primary Benefits: Maintains feeling of clear airways and easy breathing, especially when seasonal impediments to 
breathing are high.

Misc. Asana Information: 
Printable Link to Morning Wake-Up Stretch on my website: 
https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/2018/01/20/morning_wake_up_stretch/

Some details and information on fascia…..I am sending the link, not to suggest than you buy products, but for the 
explanations and pictures of the fascia in detail.  
https://ashleyblackguru.com/what-is-fascia/

https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/2018/01/20/morning_wake_up_stretch/
https://ashleyblackguru.com/what-is-fascia/


 


